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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20463

CERTIFIED MAIL ^^
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED HAY J72D09

Mr. Fred Frost

Miami. FL 33196-2761

RE: MUR6039

Dear Mr. Frost:

«q- This is in reference to the complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission (the
O "Commission") on July 1 4, 2008, concerning Lincoln Diaz-Balart for Congress and Jose Riesco,
& in his official capacity as treasurer; Mario Diaz-Balart for Congress and Jose Riesco, in his
^ official capacity as treasurer; and Ros-Lehtinen for Congress and Antonio Argiz, in his official

capacity as treasurer. After considering the circumstances of this matter, the Commission
determined to dismiss this matter and closed the file on May 12, 2009. The Factual and Legal
Analyses explaining the Commission's decision is enclosed.

Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See
Statement of Policy Regarding Disclosure of Closed Enforcement and Related Files,
68 Fed. Reg. 70,426 (Dec. 18, 2003).

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, allows a complainant to seek
judicial review of the Commission's dismissal of this action. See 2 U.S.C. § 437g(a)(8).

If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 694-1650.

Sincerely,

Thomasenia P. Duncan
General Counsel

BY: Peter G.Blumberg
Assistant General Counsel

Enclosure
Factual and Legal Analyses



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

RESPONDENTS: Mario Diaz-Balart for MUR: 6039
Congress and Jose A. Riesco,
in his official capacity as treasurer

I. BACKGROUND

o This matter arises out of a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission
™
rsi (the "Commission") alleging that Mario Diaz-Balart for Congress and Jose A. Riesco, in
T

^ his official capacity as treasurer (the "Committee" or "Respondents'1), violated the
*r
*r Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended C*the Act"), by failing to adhere to
O
°* the requirements of the Commission's regulations regarding joint fundraising.

Specifically, the complainant submits a copy of an invitation to a fundraising event

. benefitting three committees and alleges that the Respondents may have failed to: create

or select a political committee to act as a fundraising representative; agree to a formula

for allocating proceeds and expenses; sign a written agreement naming the fundraising

representative and stating the allocation formula; notify potential contributors of the

allocation formula when soliciting contributions; and establish a separate account for

joint fundraising receipts and disbursements.

Based on all available information, including the complaint, copies of the

solicitation for the event in question, as well the Respondent's response to the complaint,

the Commission exercised its prosecutorial discretion and dismissed the allegation that

the Respondents violated 11 C.F.R. § 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's

requirements governing joint fundraisers.
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II. FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

On May 30,2008, Armando J. and Bcatriz Bucelo hosted a fimdraising event at

their private residence in Miami, Honda, benefiting three committees. The hosts

distributed invitations to the event via electronic mail and suggested that each attendee

contribute $200 per person to each of the three participating candidates, payable directly

^ to each committee. Approximately fifty guests attended the event, which raised
<N
•ex approximately $6,000 per committee, with each contribution totaling less than $200.
<!T
™ Although a disclaimer on the invitation states "Paid for by Ros-Lehtinen for
*r
Q Congress Lincoln Diaz Balart [sic] for Congress and Mario Diaz Balart [sic] for
CD
(M Congress,1' it appears that the event was conducted with minimal expenses, and almost all

the expenses were incurred by the Bucelos. There was no expense for the venue since the

Bucelos organized the event at their private residence. In addition, the Bucelos did not

hire a caterer, offer valet parking, or provide entertainment for the event It appears that

the total cost for the event was less than $400 for food and beverages and a A m/nAnb

payment for a photographer for the event. It is unclear whether one or aH of the

Respondents or the hosts paid for the photographer. A review of disclosure reports

confirms that the three Respondent committees did not form a joint rundraising entity for

the May 30,2008, event, although around this time, Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Balart did

register a joint fimdraising entity together with the Republican Party of Florida.1

1 The joint fundraising committee, the Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Balart Florida Victory Committee, filed a
statoneatofoivuiiadoowiihttwQmimlaiionon It filed its flnt disclosure report whfa the
Commission in Jury 2008, disclosing $400,900 to cc«lributic« and $339.604 bdhbursements. However,
theeartiestiwipttdatedtoJone25,20<W.amltheea^
after the date of the Bucelo event.
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The complainant provided no information about the event other than a copy of the

invitation. Thus, it appears that the allegations are based entirely on the invitation and

any inferences that can be drawn from it. In their response to the Complaint, the

Respondents explain that the event was a "low-cost grass-roots event" planned and

funded by the Bucelos, and maintain that the exemption to the definition of

"contribution" under 2 U.S.C. § 431(8XBXii), also known as the "volunteer exemption,"

allows individuals to contribute up to $1,000 for invitations to, and food and beverages

served at the individual's residential premises. The Respondents assert that since the

event's expenses qualified for the "volunteer exemption," the joint fundraising

requirements do not apply, and request that the Commission find no reason to believe that

a violation occurred and dismiss this matter.

The Commission has determined that because of the low dollar amounts involved

it is appropriate to dismiss the complaint.

Because the Bucelos funded most of the event's costs, and the cost of the

photographer was apparently de mintmts, it appears the participating committees

advanced no funds for the event that could have resulted in excessive contributions to

each other. There also appear to have been no shared receipts, eliminating concerns over

any possible misallocation of proceeds from the fundraiser.

Accordingly, the Commission exercised its prosecutorial discretion pursuant to

Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. § 821 (1985), and dismissed the allegation that Mario Diaz-

Balart for Congress and Jose A. Riesco, in his official capacity as treasurer, violated
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11 C.F.R. § 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's regulations pertaining to

joint fundraising.2
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* Tlie Respondents aigue the "volunteer exemption" of 2 U.S.C« 43 l(8)(BXii) and H C.F.R. 5 100.77.
MWchpennto the Bucctoa to incur corti of up to $1,(XX)̂ 000 related
making a contribution or expdxlhiire on behalf of a part^^
dismissing toe complaint The Commissioh does not need to address the Respoiuieots'argument in
reaching this conclusion.



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

RESPONDENTS: Ros-Lehtinen for Congress MUR: 6039
and Antonio L. Agiz,
in his official capacity as treasurer

I. BACKGROUND

This matter arises out of a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission
(N
(M (the "Commission") alleging that Ros-Lehtinen for Congress and Antonio L. Agiz, in his
sr
** official capacity as treasurer (the "Committee" or "Respondents"), violated the Federal
(N

^ Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"), by failing to adhere to the
O
en requirements of the Commission's regulations regarding joint fundraising. Specifically,
<M

the complainant submits a copy of an invitation to a fundraising event benefitting three

committees and alleges that the Respondents may have failed to: create or select a

political committee to act as a fundraising representative; agree to a formula for

allocating proceeds and expenses; sign a written agreement naming the fundraising

representative and stating the allocation formula; notify potential contributors of the

allocation formula when soliciting contributions; and establish a separate account for

joint fundraising receipts and disbursements.

Based on all available information, including the complaint, copies of the

solicitation for the event in question, as well the Respondent's response to the complaint,

the Commission exercised its prosecutorial discretion and dismissed the allegation that

the Respondents violated 11 C.F.R. § 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's

requirements governing joint fundraisers.
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IL FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

On May 30,2008, Armando J. and Bcatriz Bucelo hosted a fiindraising event at

their private residence in Miami, Florida, benefiting three committees. The hosts

distributed invitations to the event via electronic mail and suggested that each attendee

contribute $200 per person to each of the three participating candidates, payable directly

ui to each committee. Approximately fifty guests attended the event, which raised
(N

™ approximately $6,000 per committee, with each contribution totaling less than S200.
*T

^ Although a disclaimer on the invitation states "Paid for by Ros-Lchtinen for
*r
*r Congress Lincoln Diaz Balart [sic] for Congress and Mario Diaz Balart [sic] for
o
J|J Congress,'1 it appears that the event was conducted with minimal expenses, and almost all

the expenses were incurred by the Bucelos. There was no expense for the venue since the

Bucelos organized the event at their private residence. In addition, the Bucelos did not

hire a caterer, offer valet parking, or provide entertainment for the event It appears that

the total cost for the event was less than $400 for food and beverages and a tfemJn/mu

payment for a photographer for the event. It is unclear whether one or all of the

Respondents or the hosts paid for the photographer. A review of disclosure reports

confirms that the three Respondent conmiitteea did not form a joint fundraising entity for

the May 30,2008, event, although around this tune, Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Balart did

register a joint rundraising entity together with the Republican Party of Florida.1

1 The joint ftmdnlslng committee, the Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Babul Florida Victory Committee, filed a
stitemertofofg*niz*kmwtatheCoinrato It Wed its first disclosure report with the
Commission in Jury 2008, disclosing $400,900 in contributions and $339,604 in disbursements. However,
the earliest receipt! dated to June 25,2008, and the eariieitdiibiirseinemi were made on June 27,2008,
after the date of the Bucelo event
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The complainant provided no information about the event other than a copy of the

invitation. Thus, it appears that the allegations are based entirely on the invitation and

any inferences that can be drawn from it. In their response to the Complaint, the

Respondents explain that the event was a "low-cost grass-roots event" planned and

funded by the Bucelos, and maintain that the exemption to the definition of

CO "contribution" under 2 U.S.C. § 43 l(8)(BXu)» also known as the "volunteer exemption,"
rsi
™ allows individuals to contribute up to SI ,000 for invitations to, and food and beverages i

<M served at the individual's residential premises. The Respondents assert that since the '

** event's expenses qualified for the "volunteer exemption," the joint fundraising
CD
(M requirements do not apply, and request that the Commission find no reason to believe that

a violation occurred and dismiss this matter.

The Commission has determined fl»p* because of the low dollar amounts involved

it is appropriate to dismiss the complaint

Because the Bucelos funded most of the event's costs, and the cost of the

photographer was apparently de minimis, it appears the participating committees

advanced no funds for the event that could have resulted in excessive contributions to

each other. There also appear to have been no shared iccdpts, ehininating concerns over

any possible misallocation of proceeds from the fundraiser.

Accordingly, the Commission exercised its prosecutorial discretion pursuant to

Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. § 821 (1985), and dismissed the allegation that Ros-Lehtinen

for Congress and Antonio L. Agiz, in his official capacity as treasurer, violated 11 C.F.R.
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§ 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's regulations pertaining to joint

fundraising.

(N
rsi

O
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rsi

2 The Respondents argue tin "volunteer exemption" of 2 U.S.CI 43 l(8XBXH)and 11 C.F.R. § 100.77.
which permits the Bucelos to incur com of up to Sl.OOO^OW related to hos^ the lundnum without
making a ccmtributten or experio^ture on behalf
dismissing the complaint Ite Commission does not ikrt to icUiw to
reaching this conclusion.



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

RESPONDENTS: Lincoln Diaz-Balart for MUR: 6039
Congress and Jose A. Riesco,
in his official capacity as treasurer

I. BACKGROUND

w This matter arises out of a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission
rsi
rsi (the "Commission") alleging that Lincoln Diaz-Balart fin: Congress and Jose A. Riesco,
*T

** in his official capacity as treasurer (the "Committee" or "Respondents"), violated the
(N
<T
*j Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"), by failing to adhere to
O
& the requirements of the Commission's regulations regarding joint fundraising.
fM

Specifically, the complainant submits a copy of an invitation to a fundraising event

benefitting three committees and alleges that the Respondents may have failed to: create

or select a political committee to act as a fundraising representative; agree to a formula

for allocating proceeds and expenses; sign a written agreement naming the fundraising

representative and stating the allocation formula; notify potential contributors of the

allocation formula when soliciting contributions; and establish a separate account for

joint fundraising receipts and disbursements.

Based on all available information, including the complaint, copies of the

solicitation for the event in question, as well the Respondent's response to the complaint,

the Commission exercised its prosecutorial discretion and dismissed the allegation that

the Respondents violated 11 C.F.R. § 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's

requirements governing joint fundraisers.
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II. FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Joint Fundraising Event

On May 30,2008, Armando J. and Beatriz Bucelo hosted a fundraising event at

their private residence in Miami, Florida, benefiting three committees. The hosts

distributed invitations to the event via electronic mail and suggested that each, attendee

^ contribute $200 per person to each of the three participating candidates, payable directly
rsi
*r to each committee. Approximately fifty guests attended the event, which raised
<5I

™ approximately $6,000 per committee, with each contribution totaling less than $200.
<r
O Although a disclaimer on the invitation states "Paid for by Ros-Lchtinen for
<J>
™ Congress Lincoln Diaz Balart [sic] for Congress and Mario Diaz Balart [sic] for

Congress,** it appears that the event was conducted with minimal expenses, and almost all

the expenses were incurred by the Bucelos. There was no expense for the venue since the

Bucelos organized the event at their private residence. In addition, the Bucelos did not

hire a caterer, offer valet parking, or provide entertainment far the event. It appears that

the total cost for the event was less than $400 for food and beverages and a de minimis

payment for a photographer for the event It is unclear whether one or all of the

Respondents or me hosts paid for the photographer. A review of disclosure reports

confirms that the three Respondent (ximmittees old not fonn a joint fundraUing entity for

the May 30,2008, event, although around this time, Lincoln and Mario Diaz-Balart did

register a joint fundraising entity together with the Republican Party of Florida.1

1 The jolmftandrtising committee, the Uncota and K^
stateoiert of organization wim me ConimUsta It fflcd to first disclosure report with the
Commission In July 2001, disclosing $400,900 hi coitributic^ and $339,«H to disbursements. However,
the earliest receipts dated to June 25,2008, sad the earliest disbursements were made on June 27,2008,
after the date of the Bucelo event
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The complainant provided no information about the event other than a copy of the

invitation. Thus, it appears that the allegations are based entirely on the invitation and

any inferences that can be drawn from it. In their response to the Complaint, the

Respondents explain that the event was a "low-cost grass-roots event" planned and

funded by the Bucelos, and maintain that the exemption to the definition of
o
NI "contribution*1 under 2 U.S.C. § 43 l(8)(B)(ii), also known as the "volunteer exemption,*1

<M

^ allows individuals to contribute up to $ 1,000 for invitations to, and food and beverages
(N<q- served at the individual's residential premises. The Respondents assert that since the
*r
O event's expenses qualified for the ''volunteer exemption,** the joint fundraising
en
™ requirements do not apply, and request that the Commission find no reason to believe that

a violation occurred and dismiss this matter.

The Commission has determined that because of the low dollar amounts involved

it is appropriate to dismiss the complaint.

Even if the participating committees had borne the costs of the event

photographer and reported the joint costs through a joint fundraising representative, the

costs were de minimis. Because the Bucelos funded most of the event's costs, and the

cost of the photographer was apparently de minimis, it appears the participating

committees advanced no funds for the event that could have resulted in excessive

contributions to each other. There also appear to have been no shared receipts,

eliminating concerns over any possible misallocation of proceeds from the fundraiser.

Accordingly, the Commission exercised its prosecutoiial discretion pursuant to

Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985), and dismissed the allegation that Lincoln Diaz-

Balart for Congress and Jose A. Riesco, in his official capacity as treasurer, violated 11
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C.F.R. § 102.17 by failing to adhere to the Commission's regulations pertaining to joint

fundraising.2

Ml

(N

O
CD
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2 The Respondents argue the "volunteer exemption" of 2 U.S.CJ 431(8)(BXH) and 11 C.F.R. 9 100.77,
which Demits the Bucelos to incur costs of up to $1,00042,000 related to hos^ the ftouirtlierwftto
making a contributkxi or expenditure on behalf of a participating committee, provides further basis for
dismissing the complaint. The Coinminiofido«s not need to sdoVou the Respondent
reaching this conclusion.


